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Purpose: The variable resolution x-ray �VRX� CT scanner provides substantial improvement in the

spatial resolution by matching the scanner’s field of view �FOV� to the size of the object being

imaged. Intercell x-ray cross-talk is one of the most important factors limiting the spatial resolution

of the VRX detector. In this work, a new cell arrangement in the VRX detector is suggested to

decrease the intercell x-ray cross-talk. The idea is to orient the detector cells toward the opening

end of the detector.

Methods: Monte Carlo simulations were used for performance assessment of the oriented cell

detector design. Previously published design parameters and simulation results of x-ray cross-talk

for the VRX detector were used for model validation using the GATE Monte Carlo package. In the

first step, the intercell x-ray cross-talk of the actual VRX detector model was calculated as a

function of the FOV. The obtained results indicated an optimum cell orientation angle of 28° to

minimize the x-ray cross-talk in the VRX detector. Thereafter, the intercell x-ray cross-talk in the

oriented cell detector was modeled and quantified.

Results: The intercell x-ray cross-talk in the actual detector model was considerably high, reaching

up to 12% at FOVs from 24 to 38 cm. The x-ray cross-talk in the oriented cell detector was less

than 5% for all possible FOVs, except 40 cm �maximum FOV�. The oriented cell detector could

provide considerable decrease in the intercell x-ray cross-talk for the VRX detector, thus leading to

significant improvement in the spatial resolution and reduction in the spatial resolution nonunifor-

mity across the detector length.

Conclusions: The proposed oriented cell detector is the first dedicated detector design for the VRX

CT scanners. Application of this concept to multislice and flat-panel VRX detectors would also

result in higher spatial resolution. © 2011 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computed tomography �CT� can provide diagnostic quality

high resolution images of the human anatomy in vivo. These

valuable features have made it a powerful tool in diagnostic

imaging. Depending on the size of the object being imaged,

CT scanners have different field of view �FOV� and spatial

resolution. Clinical CT scanners have relatively large FOV

�up to 50 cm� and moderate spatial resolution �2–3 cycles/

mm� for whole body imaging.
1,2

Decreasing the object size

has no effect on the resulting spatial resolution of clinical CT

scanners. On the other hand, micro-CT scanners are appro-

priate for imaging small objects. Such scanners have spatial

resolution of up to 100 cycles/mm; they are, however, lim-

ited by the corresponding small FOV.
2,3

The newly introduced CT scanners, such as the variable

resolution x-ray �VRX� CT, combine the advantages of both

clinical and micro-CT scanners. This design provides the

possibility to adjust the spatial resolution according to the

object size.
4,5

The concept consists of decreasing the appar-

ent cell’s width in the object plane to improve the detector’s

spatial resolution through angulation of the detector with re-
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spect to the incident x-ray beam. This technique provides

substantial improvement in the detector’s spatial resolution

and by changing the detector angle with respect to the x-ray

beam, variable resolution can be achieved.
6,7

The VRX CT

scanner allows imaging the objects at the highest possible

spatial resolution according to their size or FOV. Small ob-

jects are imaged at high spatial resolution and small FOV,

whereas large objects are imaged at a corresponding FOV at

the cost of a reduced spatial resolution.

The idea of angulating the detection system to improve

the spatial resolution can be applied in a large variety of

applications. In the single array VRX detector, the spatial

resolution improvement is due to a decrease in the apparent

cell’s size in the x-y plane, while the axial spatial resolution

remains unchanged. Flat-panel and cone-beam VRX CT

scanners can improve the spatial resolution not only in the

transaxial plane but also in the axial direction.
8,9

Multiarm

VRX CT scanners have several detector arms that can ac-

quire images at different spatial resolutions using a single

scan.
10,11

Each of these CT scanners has its own limitations

and requires specific calibration parameters that that need to

be determined.
12–15

The spatial resolution in the VRX detector is limited by

several physical factors, intercell x-ray cross-talk being one

of them for all variants of VRX CT detector designs.
16

The

intercell x-ray cross-talk is defined as the percentage of ra-

diation that can penetrate from one cell to the other cells

through cell separators. X-ray attenuation of separators is

one of the main factors that influence the intercell x-ray

cross-talk. Therefore, x-ray cross-talk can be reduced by in-

creasing x-ray attenuation. In VRX detectors, intercell x-ray

cross-talk is of special importance because angulation of the

detector changes the angle between the incident x-ray beam

and the detector cells. The intercell x-ray cross-talk widens

the detector line spread function �LSF� and as such reduces

the detector spatial resolution.
17–19

A brief qualitative description and quantitative analysis of

x-ray cross-talk have been reported earlier.
4,16

The qualitative

study presented a wide range of theoretical analysis without

any specific model, whereas in the quantitative study, an ac-

tual VRX CT detector was simulated through Monte Carlo to

investigate intercell and interarm x-ray cross-talk as a func-

tion of the size of the detector’s FOV. The intercell x-ray

cross-talk at FOVs of 24–38 cm was over the desirable

value.
16

It was suggested to scan all objects between 24 and

40 cm in diameter with the 40 cm FOV to minimize the

deteriorating effect of intercell x-ray cross-talk on the result-

ing spatial resolution of the system.

In this work, a novel VRX detector design �oriented cell

detector� is proposed to reduce the intercell x-ray cross-talk.

The idea is to orient the detector cells toward the opening

end of the detector so that the detector cells and separators

are parallel to the incident x-ray beam. The objectives of this

study are to determine the optimum orientation angle for

detector cells to minimize intercell x-ray cross-talk and to

quantify its magnitude in the oriented cell detector. The

achieved performance of the proposed design in terms of

intercell x-ray cross-talk reduction was evaluated using

Monte Carlo simulations. The detector presampling modula-

tion transfer function �MTF� of the proposed detector was

simulated to characterize the influence of cross-talk reduc-

tion on the scanner’s spatial resolution.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. VRX CT scanner

Figure 1�a� depicts the diagram of a typical VRX CT

scanner consisting of two VRX detector arms. The detector

arms can rotate around a common pivotal point �vertex�.
Among the various VRX detector models, the dual-arm ge-

ometry is preferable because of its left-right symmetry, low

magnification nonuniformity from one end of the detector to

the other, and compact system design.
20

A schematic diagram

of the proposed oriented cell detector design is depicted in

Fig. 1�b�.
The VRX CT scanner also includes an x-ray tube placed

at a defined source-vertex distance �S-V�. The object is

placed at source-object distance �S-O�. In the diagram, � is

the opening half angle and � is the incident angle of the

respective cell. The diameter of the circle �object size� cor-

responds to the FOV of the VRX CT scanner, which depends

on the opening half angle ��� and active length of the detec-

tor. The FOV of the system varies from 0.5 cm ��min� to 40

cm ��max�.

II.B. Intercell x-ray cross-talk

Intercell x-ray cross-talk has significant impact on the

VRX detector performance because of the angulation of the

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the VRX CT scanner using the perpendicular

cell detector design �a� and the oriented cell detector design �b�.
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detector. Since in conventional CT scanners the detector is

orthogonal to the incident x-ray beam, the cross-talk makes

the LSF of the detector symmetrical. In the VRX detector,

where the angle between the detector and the incident x-ray

beam changes, the LSF of the detector is no longer

symmetrical.
7

As the opening half angle decreases, the LSF

of the detector is expected to be less symmetrical. In addi-

tion, since the angle between the incident x-ray beam and the

detector surface varies at different FOVs in VRX CT scan-

ners, intercell x-ray cross-talk is more severe in comparison

with conventional CT scanners. In this study, the intercell

x-ray cross-talk refers to the percentage of the deposited en-

ergy in the cell under study from x-ray photons penetrating

through cell separators from the neighboring cells. The en-

ergy of photons, incident angle, thickness, and x-ray attenu-

ation coefficient of cell separators are the main factors that

determine the intercell x-ray cross-talk.

To evaluate intercell cross-talk, the energy deposited in a

detector cell by x rays must be determined in two cases.

First, there is no x-ray penetration between detector cells in

the case where cell separators have infinite x-ray attenuation.

This energy is called E0 and represents the ideal case when

there is no intercell x-ray cross-talk. Second, the cell separa-

tors have a given x-ray attenuation corresponding to a certain

thickness of the attenuator and the deposited energy is Ep.

Then, intercell x-ray cross-talk is given by
16

IC = 100 � �Ep − E0�/E0. �1�

Equation �1� is a benchmark to evaluate x-ray penetration

between cells in the VRX detector. By simulating the energy

deposited in a detector cell with ideal and actual separators,

intercell x-ray cross-talk can be characterized.

II.C. Cell arrangement in the VRX detector

When the opening half angle ��� or FOV is maximum in

the VRX detector, the incident x-ray beam is almost orthogo-

nal to the detector cells �e.g., cell 144, middle detector cell�.
In this situation, because the incident x-ray beam is parallel

to the cell separators, the intercell x-ray cross-talk is ex-

pected to be small even if the x-ray energy is high �Fig. 2�a��.
As the opening half angle or FOV in the VRX detector de-

creases, the x-ray incident angle ��� with the detector will

also decrease and the x-ray photons are more likely to pen-

etrate through the cell separators �Fig. 2�b��. Hence, intercell

x-ray cross-talk is expected to increase with respect to the

incident angle.

When the incident angle is almost 90° for a cell under

study �e.g., cell 144�, the scintillation crystal is directly ex-

posed to x-ray photons �dark area in Fig. 2�. In the VRX

detector, as the incident angle decreases, the volume in the

scintillation crystal that is directed toward primary photons

decreases. As a result, the effective volume in the scintilla-

tion crystal decreases.

II.D. Oriented cell detector: A novel approach for VRX
detector configuration

The proposed concept consists of decreasing the intercell

x-ray cross-talk in the VRX detector by orientating the de-

tector cells toward the opening end of the detector to mini-

mize the intercell x-ray cross-talk. To fulfill this aim, the

intercell x-ray cross-talk of the VRX detector should be mea-

sured for all FOVs. Thereafter, according to the FOVs in

which maximum intercell x-ray cross-talk occurs, the opti-

mum cell orientation angle can be calculated. The magnitude

of intercell x-ray cross-talk in the oriented cell detector is

quantified through simulations under the same conditions for

both detector designs �the same x-ray tube voltage and

source-detector arrangement�.
Under this condition, when the incident angle is 90°, the

cell separators are no longer parallel to the x-ray beam �Fig.

3�a��. The maximum intercell x-ray cross-talk occurs at

maximum FOV �or opening half angle�. As the opening half

angle decreases, the cell separators become parallel to the

incident x-ray beam �Fig. 3�b�� and as such the intercell

x-ray cross-talk will decrease as the opening half angle �or

FOV� decreases.

II.E. VRX CT scanner model

To evaluate intercell x-ray cross-talk in the VRX detector,

we used a geometrical model based on the VRX CT scanner

designed and built by Melnyk and DiBianca.
16

Monte Carlo

simulation techniques were used to estimate intercell x-ray

FIG. 2. The effective volume �dark area� of cells in the perpendicular detec-

tor design for �a� x-ray beam incident angle of 90° and �b� acute incident

angle.

FIG. 3. The effective volume �dark area� of cells in the oriented detector

design for �a� x-ray beam incident angle of 90° and �b� acute incident angle.
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cross-talk in the VRX detector and to predict the perfor-

mance of the newly proposed design using oriented cells.

Figure 4 depicts the main components of the VRX detector.

Cadmium tungstate scintillator �CdWO4� is used as detector

for this system with a width of Cellwidth, height of Cell-

Height, and thickness of CellThick. One detector module in-

cludes 24 cells separated by inner cell separators of width

ISepWidth. On the edge of each module there are two outer

separators of width OSepWidth. Both types of separators are

made of lead �Pb�. In the actual detector, there is a reflective

paint between the cells and the separators. In the simulation

model, a gap having a width of PntWidth is considered in-

stead of the reflective paint. Behind the cells, there is a layer

of aluminum oxide �Al2O3� with a thickness of BasThick.

The actual VRX CT scanner has two detector arms where

each arm consists of 12 modules with 288 discrete cells. In

this work, only one detector arm with 12 modules is used.

Table I summarizes the parameters of the VRX detector

model. Following simulation of intercell x-ray cross-talk in

the considered VRX detector model �Fig. 4� and calculation

of the optimum cell orientation angle ���, Monte Carlo

simulations were repeated for oriented cell detector module

�Fig. 5�. In the oriented cell detector, all design parameters

and dimensions are similar to the actual detector, the only

difference being the orientation of the detector cells.

Our geometrical model is based on a typical VRX CT

scanner �Fig. 1�. The source-vertex distance is 150 cm,

whereas the source-object distance is constant for all FOVs

and is equal to 125.9 cm. At the maximum FOV, the incident

angle for the middle arm cell is 90°, whereas the active

length of the detector is 239.07 mm.
16

II.F. X-ray source model

In the proposed model, we used a polychromatic x-ray

beam for the simulation of intercell x-ray cross-talk in the

VRX detector. The Spektr tool was used for the generation of

the x-ray beam spectrum.
21

Spektr is a computational tool for

x-ray analysis based on the method of interpolating polyno-

mials, called TASMIP.
22

To generate the beam spectrum, an

intrinsic aluminum filtration of 1.2 mm was used. The tube

voltage in the VRX CT is not constant and varies as a func-

tion of the FOV to produce a constant x-ray penetration frac-

tion at each FOV. The x-ray penetration fraction of a tube

voltage of 120 kVp and a cylindrical water phantom of 40

cm was the reference for obtaining tube voltages at other

FOVs. The obtained fraction �0.03%� was used for the cal-

culation of tube voltages at other FOVs. For each FOV, a

cylindrical water phantom having the diameter of the corre-

sponding FOV was used and the tube voltage altered until

the same fraction of 0.03% at each FOV was reached. This

procedure allowed the derivation of tube voltages for the

simulation study actually varying nonlinearly from 10 kVp at

a FOV of 1 cm to 120 kVp at a FOV of 40 cm �Fig. 6�.

II.G. Monte Carlo simulations

A previous study reported on the assessment of the inter-

cell x-ray cross-talk in the VRX detector as a function of the

FOV size using Monte Carlo simulations.
16

The GATE

package
23

was used to quantify the intercell x-ray cross-talk

in the VRX detector. GATE is a dedicated Monte Carlo simu-

lation package for modeling medical imaging systems. After

accurate modeling of cross-talk in GATE, the oriented cell

detector geometry was implemented to assess its potential in

reducing the intercell x-ray cross-talk. The optimum cell ori-

entation angle was calculated according to the peak of the

intercell x-ray cross-talk and its corresponding x-ray incident

angle. The optimum orientation angle was calculated such

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of the perpendicular cell VRX detector

model: �a� Front view of the detector and �b� upper view of the detector

�Ref. 16�.

TABLE I. Design parameters of the VRX CT scanner model �Ref. 16�.

Parameter

Dimension

�mm�

Cell width, CellWidth 0.79

Cell height, CellHeight 20.14

Cell thickness, CellThick 3.00

Inner separator width, ISepWidth 0.10

Outer separator width, OSepWidth 0.18

Reflective paint width, PntWidth 0.05

Module base thickness, BasThick 1.02

Module width, ModWidth 24.02

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the oriented cell detector model: �a�
Front view of detector and �b� upper view of detector.
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that the detector cells are almost orthogonal to the incident

x-ray beam at the FOV corresponding to the peak of x-ray

cross-talk. It should be noted that the optimum orientation

angle was obtained for the middle detector cell �cell 144� and

was then applied to all detector cells. The spatial resolution

nonuniformity resulting from x-ray cross-talk is expected to

be reduced since detector cells are oriented according to the

optimum orientation angle of the middle detector cell.

The program was run twice for each FOV to compute the

intercell x-ray cross-talk. First, the deposited energy in the

cell under study �cell 144� was estimated when the cell sepa-

rators have ideally high x-ray attenuation. This energy corre-

sponds to E0 in Eq. �1�. The same simulation was then re-

peated with the lead cell separators in place to calculate Ep.

II.H. Detector presampling MTF

The MTF is deemed to be a standard measure of the spa-

tial resolution for imaging systems. It gives an account of the

transfer of sinusoidal inputs through the system.
19

The detec-

tor presampling MTF is considered as one of the most rel-

evant measures of the spatial resolution for digital imaging

systems.
24

In detector presampling MTF, only detector aper-

ture and blurring in the detection medium are incorporated

and as such this MTF describes the inherent resolution of

one cell in a discrete detector, while the influence of other

factors, such as focal spot, magnification, sampling, or re-

construction, are overlooked. The detector presampling MTF

is an ideal measure for performance comparison of the two

detector designs investigated in this work.

Experimental characterization of detector presampling

MTF is usually done through measurement of the corre-

sponding LSF or edge spread function �ESF�. The LSF and

ESF are, respectively, defined as the radiation intensity dis-

tribution in the images of perfectly attenuating line and edge

objects of unit intensity.
19

For 1D discrete detectors, the de-

tector presampling LSF is measured by the moving slit/wire

method in which the image of a slit or wire is acquired by

one detector cell with adequate samples. In this method, the

object is shifted over the detector cell under study and, at

each position, one sample of the LSF is obtained.
17,25,26

Once

the detector presampling LSF is measured, the corresponding

MTF can be computed as

MTF�f� = c�F�LSF�x��� , �2�

where F� � represents the Fourier transform, c is a normal-

ization constant, and x and f are the spatial and frequency

coordinates, respectively.

Quantification of detector presampling MTF is performed

by evaluating the corresponding LSF. By modeling the LSF

of the two detector designs, the corresponding detector pre-

sampling MTF can be calculated.

II.I. Modeling of detector presampling MTF

The detector presampling MTF of the two detector mod-

els �oriented and perpendicular cells� was estimated under

similar simulation conditions to assess the impact of x-ray

cross-talk reduction on the system spatial resolution. Since

the two VRX detector models were designed using 1D dis-

crete arrays, modeling of the detector presampling MTF was

done by “moving” a perfectly zero-thickness pencil x-ray

beam using a very small step along the detector arrays and

recording the energy deposited in the cell under study as a

function of the beam position. Since GATE provides the ca-

pability to use a perfect pencil beam, there was no need to

simulate the slit. The magnitude of the deposited energy at

each step represents the detector presampling LSF, from

which the corresponding MTF was computed using Eq. �2�.
The detector presampling MTF of the two detector mod-

els was obtained as a function of the FOV. For each FOV, the

detector models with cell separators from lead were used for

the simulation of the MTF. A polychromatic x-ray point

source was used to create a pencil beam. The source spec-

trum was similar to the setup used for measurement of the

intercell x-ray cross-talk. There is a slight spatial resolution

nonuniformity along the VRX detector because of its angu-

lation and different cell-source distances. For this reason, the

detector presampling MTF was measured for cell 144

�middle detector cell� to present the average MTF of the

detector cells.

The number of samples in each simulated LSF was 600.

The x-ray beam was therefore shifted 600 times along the

detector array over the cell under study with very small

steps. This procedure was facilitated by the GATE code’s abil-

ity to shift the source during simulation. The amount of shift-

ing �LSF sampling distance� was equal to 1/20 of the pro-

jected cell width on the object plane. Following computation

of the detector presampling MTF, the spatial frequency at

MTF=0.1 was used as estimate of the spatial resolution of

the detector model for each FOV.

III. RESULTS

Figure 7 shows the validation of the GATE simulation

model used in this work for lead separator through compari-

son with the results published by Melnyk and DiBianca.
16

The maximum intercell x-ray cross-talk occurred between

FOVs of 34 and 38 cm ��12%�. Although the incident angle

FIG. 6. Plot of the x-ray tube voltage versus the FOV of the VRX CT

scanner.
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was very small at smaller FOVs, intercell x-ray cross-talk

was relatively low ��3%� because of low x-ray tube voltage.

The assessment of intercell x-ray cross-talk versus the FOV

and incident angles in which the maximum cross-talk oc-

curred revealed an optimum orientation angle of the detector

cells ��� of 28°. Since the average incident angle for FOVs

of 38–34 cm �peak cross-talk� was almost 62°, the detector

cells will be placed approximately orthogonal to the incident

x-ray beam at these FOVs when the orientation angle is

equal to 28°.

Figure 8 shows the intercell x-ray cross-talk for the ori-

ented cell detector. It should be noted that the cross-talk for

both perpendicular and oriented cell detectors were obtained

under the same simulation setup, while the tube voltage

changed from 10 kVp �at 1 cm FOV� to 120 kVp �at 40 cm

FOV�.
In the oriented cell detector, the maximum intercell x-ray

cross-talk occurred at a FOV of 40 cm with a corresponding

maximum tube voltage of 120 kVp. As the FOV or opening

half angle ��� decreases, the cells and separators become

parallel to the incident x-ray beam. Hence, the intercell x-ray

cross-talk decreases greatly at FOVs from 24 to 38 cm. In the

perpendicular cell detector, the spatial resolution of the sys-

tem is considerably limited by high intercell x-ray cross-talk

at FOVs of 24–38 cm. By using the oriented cell detector,

the spatial resolution of the system could be improved for a

wide range of FOVs.

As discussed earlier, when the opening half angle of the

VRX detector decreases, the effective volume �directly ex-

posed to the x-ray beam� of the detector cells decreases.

Figure 9 shows the effective volume of the cell under study

for the perpendicular and oriented cells’ arrangement of the

VRX detector as a function of the FOV.

When the cells are oriented, the maximum effective vol-

ume of the cell under study was placed at FOVs of 32–38

cm. The intercell x-ray cross-talk decreases significantly at

FOVs within 32–38 cm with a high cross-talk at a FOV of 40

cm. The deposited energy in the cell under study for the

actual VRX detector model �perpendicular cells� and for the

oriented cell detector was equal under similar simulation

conditions �Fig. 10�. Therefore, orienting the detector cells

had no effect on the efficiency of the detector.

Figure 11 depicts the detector presampling MTF of the

oriented and perpendicular cell models. The spatial reso-

lution was calculated for cell 144 �middle detector cell�
keeping in mind that the spatial resolution for other cells was

almost similar. The detector presampling MTF of the system

FIG. 7. Plot of the intercell x-ray cross-talk for the VRX detector comparing

Monte Carlo simulation results obtained using GATE to those reported by

Melnyk and DiBianca �Ref. 16� used as a reference for comparison.

FIG. 8. Comparison of the intercell x-ray cross-talk obtained by Monte

Carlo simulations of the perpendicular and oriented cell detector designs.

FIG. 9. Plot of the effective cell volume for perpendicular and oriented cell

detector models versus the FOV of the VRX CT scanner.

FIG. 10. Plot of the deposited energy in the cell under study for the perpen-

dicular and oriented cell detector models.
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varied from about 1 cycle/mm at a FOV of 40 cm to more

than 60 cycles/mm at a FOV of 1 cm. Since the reduction in

the intercell x-ray cross-talk appeared mostly in FOVs of

40–22 cm, this span was magnified in Fig. 11.

IV. DISCUSSION

Intercell x-ray cross-talk is an important issue in the VRX

CT detector because of its profound impact on the resulting

spatial resolution of the scanner. Through angulation of the

detector, the angle between the incident x-ray beam and the

detector face ��� varies at different FOVs, which results in a

more severe intercell x-ray cross-talk in the VRX detectors.

The intercell x-ray cross-talk substantially affects the spatial

resolution of the system.
4,16

In addition, for a given FOV, the

incident angle and, consequently, x-ray cross-talk differ from

one end of the detector to the other, which causes spatial

resolution nonuniformity along the detector.

The intercell x-ray cross-talk for this specific VRX detec-

tor design was critical at FOVs from 24 to 38 cm. The x-ray

tube voltage decreases gradually from 120 to 10 kVp as a

function of the FOV. At FOVs of 24–38 cm, the tube voltage

is relatively high and the cell separators are at an acute angle

with respect to the incident x-ray beam. Consequently, the

maximum cross-talk occurred at these FOVs. Although the

incident angle is very small at small FOVs, the low x-ray

tube voltage caused a substantial decrease in the x-ray cross-

talk. Similarly, in spite of the high x-ray tube voltage at a

FOV of 40 cm, the incident angle was almost 90°, resulting

in a reduction in the x-ray cross-talk. The high intercell x-ray

cross-talk at FOVs of 24–38 cm causes a considerable deg-

radation of the spatial resolution, which produces an asym-

metric system’s LSF.

For variable x-ray tube voltage, the optimum cell’s orien-

tation angle ��� was 28°. Any change in the tube voltage

leads to different optimum cell’s orientation angles for this

system. In addition to the high intercell x-ray cross-talk at a

FOV of 40 cm, the dependency of the optimum cell’s orien-

tation angle on the tube voltage and scanner configuration

�source-detector distance� accounts for the main weakness of

the oriented cell detector design. Assuming that the tube

voltage is fixed at all opening half angles, the x-ray cross-

talk tends to increase as the FOV decreases. Therefore, a

FOV of 40 cm produces the minimum x-ray cross-talk be-

cause the incident angle is almost 90°. Conversely, a FOV of

1 cm produces the largest x-ray cross-talk. In this case, the

optimum cell’s orientation angle is 45°. Such detector mod-

ules �with cells orientation angle of 45°� are suitable for

four-arm VRX CT scanners.
10

In such scanners, the FOV has

a small range of variation and as such the x-ray tube voltage

is almost fixed despite the variable incident angle of detector

cells. The oriented cell detector design with an angle of 45°

would significantly reduce the intercell x-ray cross-talk in

the four-arm VRX CT scanner.

In the oriented cell detector, the x-ray cross-talk is critical

only at a FOV of 40 cm. The intercell x-ray cross-talk in-

creased from 2% to 17% for this FOV size. The high x-ray

cross-talk at a FOV of 40 cm is the sole disadvantage of the

oriented cell detector. At this FOV, the cell separators are no

longer parallel to the incident x-ray beam and the tube volt-

age is at its maximum. Both factors increased considerably

the x-ray cross-talk. By reducing the FOV, the cell separators

are placed almost parallel to the x-ray beam and as such the

x-ray cross-talk decreased significantly. The intercell x-ray

cross-talk decreased from 12% to less than 5% for FOVs of

38–24 cm, respectively. At small FOVs, the incident angle

plays a minor role because the tube voltage was sufficiently

low to produce negligible x-ray cross-talk. For FOVs larger

than 40 cm, there is a steep slope in cross-talk for both per-

pendicular and oriented cell detectors �Fig. 8� because the

change in the opening half angle was comparably high be-

tween FOVs of 38 and 40 cm. In the oriented cell detector,

this sharp slope was negative and a FOV of 40 cm was

abandoned to provide low intercell x-ray cross-talk for other

FOVs.

The detector presampling MTF includes only detector ap-

erture and blurring in the detection medium. Hence, this

MTF describes the inherent spatial resolution of one cell in a

discrete detector reflecting intercell x-ray cross-talk as the

dominant degrading factor. Because intercell x-ray cross-talk

was very low at small FOVs �below 16 cm� for both oriented

and perpendicular cell models, the detector presampling

MTF of these detector models were almost the same for

small FOVs. At large FOVs, the detector presampling MTF

of the oriented cell detector model increases up to 0.5

cycle/mm because of the reduction in the intercell x-ray

cross-talk.

According to the simulation results of Melnyk and

DiBianca,
16

using tungstate cell separators �instead of lead�
could decrease the intercell x-ray cross-talk by up to 20%.

Using tungstate cell separators in the oriented cell detector

would decrease even more the x-ray cross-talk. By increas-

ing the thickness of cell separators, the intercell x-ray cross-

talk can be further reduced but at the expense of considerably

decreasing the efficiency of the detector. The reduction in the

x-ray cross-talk could be achieved by the oriented cell detec-

tor without affecting the detector efficiency at various FOVs.

The oriented cell detector can provide higher spatial and

FIG. 11. Plot of the detector presampling MTF �MTF=0.1� of the perpen-

dicular and oriented cell detector models for the middle detector cell �cell

144� versus the FOV.
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contrast resolution in VRX CT scanners. Besides, the spatial

resolution nonuniformity along the detector length owing to

the effect of intercell x-ray cross-talk would be reduced. The

same design can be applied in flat-panel and cone-beam

VRX CT scanners to achieve a higher spatial resolution. In

multislice VRX CT scanner, each detector row can be tilted

toward the center of rotation to provide lower interslice x-ray

cross-talk in addition to the detector cell orientation.

This study demonstrates that the oriented cell detector can

considerably reduce intercell x-ray cross-talk in the VRX CT

scanner. The possibility to reduce the relatively high intercell

x-ray cross-talk at a FOV of 40 cm is a subject for further

research. The development of a novel method to minimize

intercell x-ray cross-talk at a FOV of 40 cm would make the

oriented cell detector design an ideal option for VRX CT

scanners.

V. CONCLUSION

A novel detector design based on the oriented cells was

proposed for the VRX CT scanner where the cells are ori-

ented toward the opening end of detectors to reduce the in-

tercell x-ray cross-talk. The performance of the proposed de-

sign was evaluated using GATE Monte Carlo simulations. An

optimum cell orientation angle of 28° was obtained for one

specific VRX CT scanner design. In the oriented cell detec-

tor, the intercell x-ray cross-talk decreased by up to 8% for

FOVs varying from 24 to 38 cm. The intercell x-ray cross-

talk in the oriented cell detector was below 5%, thus result-

ing in a higher spatial resolution for all FOVs, except for a

FOV of 40 cm. The deposited energy in the oriented cell

detector had no significant difference in comparison with the

perpendicular detector design. As a result, the efficiency of

the detector remained unchanged in the new design. It was

concluded that the oriented cell detector could substantially

reduce the intercell x-ray cross-talk in the VRX CT scanner.

The same concept can be applied to multislice and flat-panel

VRX CT detectors to improve their spatial resolution.
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